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Abstract:
During the initial phase of design of solid propellant rocket motors it is necessary to identify and quantitatively estimate deviation of internal ballistics parameters of observed
rocket motors types from ideal conditions. In an initial stage of the design of real rocket
motors there are differences between the rocket motor theoretical performances and actual
performances based on testing of standard ballistic motors.
Therefore modern numerical methods were used as a potential tool for the analysis of
characteristics of combustion and gas flow in solid propellant rocket motors with specific
design. Numerical simulations provide analysis of certain physical processes in rocket motors, optimizing and reducing the cost of development of new rocket systems (minimizing
number of models and tests).
Mathematical and numerical 3D model, based on equations of mass, momentum and energy conservation, describing transport processes in rocket motors, is used. Numerical simulation in CFD package Comet (finite volume method) was con-ducted for real gas flow
through the passage channel (for propellant charge gasses), and in the front and along the
nozzle.
The results of numerical simulations were verified with theoretical solution for the case of
quasi-steady combustion process, with available experimental data of other authors and
with our own experimental studies.
Keywords: rocket motors; burning rate; numerical model; compressible flow; transonic
flow; boundary conditions; mass flow rate; burning surface.

1

Introduction

Most of the existing models for predicting of internal ballistics performance solid propellant rocket motors are based on the one-dimensional (1D) mathematical models for solving the
basic equations of fluid mechanics, which are equations of continuity and momentum equations. The one-dimensional models are used in the commercial applications, such as SPP (Solid
Performance Program), SNIA-BPD (Bombrini Parodi-Delfino S. p. A.), Defense and Space Division, Colleferro, Italy [11-13,16,18], and their advantage is a speed in problem solving. The
SPP program is used by leading manufacturers of solid propellant rocket motors on in the USA
and several other countries. This program allows the prediction and/or performance analysis of
hundreds of different rocket motors, but unfortunately, most of these data are generally not
available for most countries [12].
Modern numerical methods are potential tools for the analysis of fluid flow characteristics
of the solid propellant rocket motor. Modern examples of application of numerical methods for
modeling flow in solid propellant rocket motors are presented in the studies of the Center for
Simulation of Advanced Rockets, Sachadev, Ciucci and co-authors [1-10,14,15]. In these
works, the prediction of the 2D axial-symmetric and 3D non viscous fluid flow, takes into account the development of the area between the propellant and combustion products flow as
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well as the multiphase flow of gas in the inner cavity propellant grain. Simulations were extended to the analysis of viscous, turbulent gas flow and the simulation of solid propellant
rocket motor during operation in the normal and the abnormal operating conditions.
Since September 1997, the Center for
Simulation of Rocket Advanced (CSAR), the
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign,
for the needs of Department of Energy, develops the program for predicting the performance of rocket motors with solid propellants based on a numerical simulation [16,8,9,17,24]. Their primary objective was to
develop models that will allow the numerical
simulation of physical processes in the rocket
motor, which includes full 3D modeling of
reactive, and turbulent multi-phase gas flow,
complex geometries and interfaces, for a different length and time scales.
Models that allow the numerical simulation of such problems require high performance computers. There are a number of
developed sophisticated computer modules
so far for the basic components of rocket
motors, as well as the interaction between
them in normal and operating conditions
(figure 1). All of these modules were compared with the results of experimental rocket Figure 1: Module development for Rocstar follows
motors at a reduced scale and real rocket mo- path of increasing complexity of physical compotors.
nent models [1]

2

Governing equations and numerical method

To highlight that the same equations of the conservation of mass, momentum and total
specific energy can be equally used to describe gas phase as well as solid phase, subjected respectively to the burning of the surface and to very high combustion pressure forces, in three
dimensions the equations are written in the general [19], integral form, as
d
ρ dV + ∫ ρ (v − vs ) ⋅ ds = 0
(1)
dt V∫
S

d
ρ vdV + ∫ ρ v(v − vs ) ⋅ ds = ∫ T ⋅ ds + ∫ ρfb dV
dt V∫
S
S
V

(2)

d
ρ EdV + ∫ ρ E(v − vs ) ⋅ ds = −∫ qh ⋅ ds + ∫ sh dV + ∫ T:grad v dV
dt V∫
S
S
V
V

(3)

where are: t - time, ρ - density of continuum, v - continuum velocity vector, vs - surface velocity vector, s - outward pointing surface vector, T - Cauchy stress tensor, fb - resultant body
force per unit volume, E - total energy (is the sum of the specific internal or thermal energy e,
specific mechanical energy v2/2), qh - heat flux vector and sh - heat source.
Equations (1) to (3) consists of an open system and for their closure, it is necessary to define the appropriate constitutive relations that provide a link between stress and heat flux, on
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the one hand, and the incremental displacement vector, velocity vector and temperature, on the
other hand:
& for fluids:
• Stokes' law - Relation between stresses T and the rate of deformation D
⋅
2
(4)
T = 2 μ D− μdiv vI − pI ,
3
where
& = 1 grad v + ( grad v )T .
(5)
D
2

[

]

is the rate of strain tensor, μ is the dynamic viscosity, p is the pressure and I is the unit tensor.
• Fourier's law

qh = −k gradT
•

(6)

where are: qh - heat flux, k - thermal conductivity.
Equations of state

ρ = ρ ( p, T ), e = e( p, T ).

(7)

Common examples are, e.g ρ=const., e=CvT (for incompressible fluids and solids) or
ρ=p/(RT), e=CvT (for an ideal gas). Here Cv is the specific heat at constant volume and R is
the gas constant.
Inclusion of constitutive relations (4) to (7) into the basic balance equations of mass, momentum and energy (1) to (3) gives a closed system of three equations with three unknown
functions (e, p, v) of the spatial coordinates and time. The equations of momentum and energy
can be written as the following general transport equation:
d
ρ Bφ dV + ∫ ρ φ (v − vs ) ⋅ ds = ∫ Γφ gradφ ⋅ ds + ∫ QφS ⋅ ds + ∫ QφV dV
(8)
dt V∫
S
S
S
V
where φ can be thermal energy, velocity vector, while the equation of continuity is usually
combined with equation of motion to determine the pressure. The meaning of the quantities Bφ
and Γφ, in the case of basic constitutive relations and turbulent flow, are given in Table 1. The
term QφS contains portions of the mass or heat flux vector or the stress tensor which are not
contained in Γφ gradφ, while QφV contains the volumetric source terms.
Table 1: The meaning of various terms in the generic transport equation (8)

φ
e

Bφ
e

Γφ
k

QφV
T : gradv + sh

QφS
0

⎞
⎛2
⎠
⎝3
However, before a solution of the generic transport equation (8) is attempted, several important decisions have to be made, concerning: the choice of vector and tensor components, the
space and time discretization procedure, and the variable storage arrangement.
An appropriate decision about these options is decisive for the stability, conservativeness,
and efficiency of the numerical method. In Comet, the following choices are made:
• Although the analysis is carried out in a coordinate-free (invariant) form (which enables
any vector and tensor components to be used), vectors and tensors will be expressed
through their Cartesian components. They lead to a strong conservation form of all equations (including momentum equation), and the method is not sensitive to mesh smoothness.
v

v

μ

ρfb

μ (gradv)T − ⎜ μdivv + p ⎟I
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•

•

The space is discretized by an unstructured mesh with polyhedral control volumes (CVs).
In order to allow the greatest exibility in adapting the mesh to complex 3D geometries,
polyhedra with any number of sides ( n ≥ 4 ) are allowed, and cells of different topology
may be used in the same problem. As far as time discretization is concerned, the time interval of interest is subdivided into an arbitrary number of subintervals (time steps), not necessarily of the same duration.
All dependent variables are stored at the cell center.
Equation (8), when written for the control volume, gets the following form:
n

n

n

d
ρ Bφ dV + ∑ ∫ ρ φ (v − vs ) ⋅ ds j = ∑ ∫ Γφ gradφ ⋅ ds j +∑ ∫ QφS ⋅ ds j + ∫ QφV dV
dt V∫
j =1 S
j =1 S
j =1 S
V

(9)

where n is the number of faces enclosing the CV. Equation (9) has four distinct parts: transient
rate of change, convection, diffusion and sources. This equation is exact, i.e. no approximation
has been introduced so far. However, in order to evaluate integrals in the above equation, the
following steps need to be performed:
• generation of a numerical grid and calculation of geometric data needed for evaluation of
surface and volume integrals,
• choice of quadrature approximations for surface and volume integrals,
• choice of interpolation functions for spatial distribution of variables,
• choice of numerical differentiation approximations,
• choice of time integration scheme,
• some means of determining surface velocities vs have to be provided.
These steps are described in reference [19].

2.1 Implementation of boundary conditions
In discussing the process of rocket propellant combustion and the flow of combustion
products through the inner channel of the propellant grain and the nozzle of the rocket motor;
the following boundary conditions may appear (Figure 2) [9,20]:
• At the inlet region (for the steady state is considered only a gas supply created during the
combustion of propellant grain, while for the unsteady state must be considered the process
of regression of the propellant grain)
• At the Outlet region,
• Symmetry plane and
• On the wall (the base of rocket motor, chamber of combustion and the nozzle).

Figure 2: Scheme of boundary conditions of the solid propellant rocket motor

In the case of compressible and transonic flow (occurring during the flow of gas in the
chamber of combustion in the nozzle of motor), a software package Comet proposes the following combination of boundary conditions for the case of inlet and outlet flow [19]:
• The inlet region is subsonic and the outlet region is subsonic/supersonic:
• The inlet flow can be considered by: defining total conditions at the inlet or the conditions of mass flux on the burning surface.
• The outlet flow can be considered only if the pressure conditions are defined at the outlet region.
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2.1.1 Inlet boundaries
In the simulation of solid propellant combustion, combustion chamber pressure is a function of the mass burning rate of propellants (depending on the burning area, burning rate and
density of propellants) and the mass outflow rate of combustion products through the critical
nozzle section (function of pressure in the combustion chamber and the throat area and the coefficient of the mass flow rate). Such complex interdependence of these parameters cannot be
defined by placing the total conditions on inlet region but it is only possible to simulate the
mass flow rate through the inlet region.
Based on the theoretical and experimental studies, we can assume that the combustion process is completed in the combustion zone, which is, compared to the entire rocket motor considered as a surface between the propellant grain and the gas flow of very small thickness,
which is negligible thickness (Table 2). The final composition of combustion products, originating from combustion of the propellant is most probably established on the burning area,
therefore this boundary region is considered as inlet region.
Table 2: Characteristics of the Combustion Zones for double base propellant [21,22]
Pressure, MPa
Burning rate, mm/s
Temperature of burning surface, K
Preheated zone (measured/computed), µm
Residence time in preheated zone, ms
Superficial degradation zone, µm
Residence time in superficial zone, ms
Flame thickness (measured), µm

1
1,9
610
140/194
100
11
6
200

5
6,7
662
50/55
8
3
0,5
75

10
10,6
685
45/35
3
2
0,2
110 (secondary flame)

When analyzing the combustion process in this model, it is considered that the burning rate
depends only on the combustion pressure and it is determined based on the equation:
rb = a ⋅ p n

Figure 3 shows the combustion boundary between the propellant grain (solid domain) and the
combustion products (gas domain). This boundary
moves with burning rate rb and it is normal to the
burning surface of the propellant grain.
The combustion products are leaving the burning surface at a velocity that is significantly greater
than the burning rate. The velocity of combustion
products was determined on the basis of the conservation of mass law [23, 24]:
(11)
ρ p ⋅ rb ≈ ρ g ⋅ v B

(10)

Figure 3: Injection conditions on the combustion surface

where: ρp and ρg – are density of propellant or combustion products, rb - burning rate and vB –
vector of velocity of combustion products.
Density of combustion products we determine from the equation of state:
pB
ρg =
(12)
Rg ⋅ TB
where: pB is a pressure on the inlet region which is obtained by extrapolation from internal
grid, TB is temperature at the inlet region and it is assumed to be equal to the combustion temperature for a given propellant composition and Rg is a gas constant.
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In this analysis we will use known thermo physical and thermo chemical parameters of the
double base propellant combustion products obtained on the bases of the model TCPSP [25,
26].
Assuming that the burning rate is function of the pressure only, we obtain an expression for
the velocity of combustion products in the inlet region:

vB = −

ρ p ⋅ a ⋅ pBn
⋅ cB
ρg

(13)

For simulation of deformation and regression of burning surface, component of the gas velocity are relative to burning surface. Assuming that the propellant grain burns on parallel layers, normal to the surface of the combustion flame, surface regression is determined on the
basis of the expression [6,27]:
xnew = xold + (rb )x ⋅ δt
(14)
rnew = rold + (rb )r ⋅ δt

(15)

where x and r are cylindrical coordinates, (rb)x and (rb)r are corresponding components of burning rate.
2.1.2 Outlet - Pressure boundaries
The pressure boundary conditions can be specificed on that portion of boundary where the
pressure distribution is known. At pressure boundaries the prescribed boundary pressure p(rB,t)
is combined with the Neumann boundary condition [19]:
∂v
(16)
=0.
∂n
to obtain boundary velocities v B (rB , t ) .
If the zero pressure gradient can be assumed at a certain portion of the boundary, than the
pressure at the boundary can be approximated as

(

)

p (rB , t ) = p rP0 , t ,

(17)

where P0 is the center of the control volume next to the boundary.
2.1.3 Symmetry boundaries
In many practical situations the problem exhibits some kind of symmetry in which case only one part of the (fluid or solid) body may be taken as the solution domain and the symmetry
plane boundary conditions, which are a combination of Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions, are applied.
For velocities the following conditions apply [19]:
∂v Bt (rB , t )
(18)
=0
v B (rB , t ) = 0 ,
∂n
n

where v B and v B are the velocity components normal and tangential to the boundary respectively v B = v B + v B .
n

t

n

t

For all scalar variables, for example for temperature, the simple Neumann boundary conditions apply:
∂T (rB , t )
(19)
=0
∂n
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2.1.4 Wall boundaries
This boundary condition is applied at the boundaries of the rocket motor case: base, combustion chamber and the nozzle as well as on the boundaries of propellant grain that does not
burn. This boundary condition can be considered in two ways:
• Slip wall. If the sheer force at the wall is negligible in comparison to other forces, the wall
can be considered as a slip wall. The typical situations where this assumption holds are
inviscid and high-Mach number flows, where the momentum transport due to molecular
viscosity is negligible compared to the convective transport.
• No-slip wall. However, these are idealized situations, and the no-slip wall boundary conditions are used in most practical situations. The no-slip boundary condition at a wall can be
specificed by prescribing the values of velocity or the force exerted by the wall.
The mass flux through an impermeable wall is zero and the pressure is always extrapolated
to the boundary from inside the solution domain.

3

Results

The testing of developed numerical method was performed by program package Comet on
the examples of compressible flow using recommended boundary conditions for this type of
flow. For testing of model examples were used from numerical solutions of other related programs for simulation of internal ballistic parameters of the rocket motor as well as experimental results.
In order to illustrate the applicability and the efficiency of the method, the several test examples were checked, including simulation of axial symmetrical flow of gas inside the rocket
motor for two configurations: internal-external burning tube grain and internal burning tube
grain. Dimensions of rocket motor and characteristics of the combustion products of double
base propellant NGR-A are given in table 3.
Table 3: Characteristics of rocket motors and propellant NGR-A
Type of rocket motors
Length of combustion chamber, mm
Diameter of combustion chamber, mm
Diameter of propellant grain, mm
Internal diameter of propellant grain, mm
Length of propellant grain, mm
Diameter of throat area, mm
The nozzle-divergence half-angle
Density of propellant, kg/m3
Specific heat of propellant, J/(kg K)
Temperature of combustion, K
Temperature of burning surface, K
Burning rate low, m/s
Specific heat of gasses, J/(kg K)
Gas constant, J/(kg K)
Thermal conductivity, W/mK
The molar mass, g/mol
The ratio of specific heat

32/16
133
39.2
32
16
125
11
13°

128 mm
526.5
119.8
119.8
63.3
500
29.4
11°

1600
1450
2351.0
650
0.0130717[p(MPa)]0.227587 for pc<14MPa, 0.0216156[p(MPa)]0.036981
1814.2
344.
0.1853
24.183
1.2463

3.1 Standard ballistic rocket motor 32/16
The first case of numerical simulation we considered the gas flow in a standard ballistic
rocket motor 32/16 with internal-external burning tube grain. The radius of curve from the
convergent part of nozzle to the critical section is 4.75 mm. Two-dimensional axial-symmetric
spatial domain is divided into 4400 CV with a non uniform mesh (Fig. 4).
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Figure 4: Numerical grid and boundary conditions for example of rocket motor 32/16

The propellant grain burns from all sides, so if we ignore burning from the front and back
side of the grain, the burning area during remains constant over time. The initial burning area is
Ab= 0.01884956m2, and the throat area is At= 9.50332E-05m2. We have investigated the combustion of double base propellant NGR-A (Table 3).
The results of numerical simulations were compared with a theoretical solution for the case
of quasi-stationary combustion process. The value of equilibrium pressure at the plateau can be
estimated from the equilibrium of mass rates for gases generated in the combustion chamber
and gases leaving the nozzle:
⎛ 1 ⎞
⎜
⎟

⎛ ρ ⋅ a ⋅ Ab ⎞⎝ 1− n ⎠
⎟⎟
(20)
pc = ⎜⎜ p
⎝ C D ⋅ At ⎠
Equation (20) is valid if the magnitude of the time rate of change of chamber pressure is
low enough to cause an insignificant effect on propellant ballistic characteristics, and the pressure over the entire burning surface is essentially constant. This equation does not consider
transient period of combustion until the value of equilibrium pressure is achieved.
Results of the numerical simulation compared to the theoretical solutions for 0-D equation
of mass balance which considers pressure change over time. The chamber pressure is assumed
to be uniform throughout the rocket chamber; therefore, the burning rate is uniform as well.
Assuming the temporal derivative of chamber volume to be negligible and the gas temperature
to be constant at the adiabatic flame temperature. Based on these assumptions and using equation of mass balance in the rocket motor, the combustion pressure can be calculated with following equation, by Runge-Kutta method of 4th order:

p ⋅A ⎞
dpc Rg ⋅ Tc ⎛
=
⋅ ⎜ ρ p ⋅ Ab ⋅ a ⋅ pcn − c * th ⎟
dt
Vc ⎝
C ⎠

(21)

Results of comparison between numeric
model (Comet) and theoretical model, given
in equation (21) are shown in Fig. 5. Presented change of the pressure in the function of
time obtained by numerical simulation is given for the base of the rocket motor in the axis
of rocket motor and the equilibrium state is
achieved after 0.06758 s.
Results of numerical model and theoretical solutions have good agreement. The value
of equilibrium pressure obtained by numerical
simulation pc=9.047 MPa is very close to the
value of the equilibrium pressure obtained by
equation (20), pc=8.998 MPa is slightly lower
with the value pc=8.925 MPa.
Deviations of solutions based on the nuFigure 5: Comparison of results of changes
merical simulation compared to equilibrium p=f(t) obtained by numerical simulation and theoretical results for the rocket motor 32/16
pressure obtained by equation (20) is around
0,55% while deviation of results obtained by equation (21) is around 0,8%.
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3.2 Simulation of the regression of burning surface
Obtained results show very good agreement with theoretical models for the steady state,
which means no changes of burning surface. During the work of the rocket motor, when combustion of propellant grain takes place, the burning area is changing as well as the surface of
channel for the passage of gas and that contributes to the change of the flow field inside the
chamber of rocket motor. Numerical simulation of regression of burning surface was conducted and results were compared to results from program SPPMEF [25,28].
We considered the same rocket motor as in the previous case, and in the process of numerical simulation of the burning surface regression, we considered displacement of the inlet regions only in the radial direction (outer radius of the grain decreases, and the inner radius increases). With assumption that the propellant grain burns on parallel layers, normal to the burning surface, burning surface regression is determined from expression:
rinnew = rinold + rb ⋅ δt

routnew = routold − rb ⋅ δt

(22)

10
In determination of the burning rate in the
previous formula, we used average value of
9
the pressure of combustion on the surface of
8
the inlet region. In both cases of simulation,
7
we used the same assumptions for the process
6
of combustion and combustion surface dis5
placements. The results of comparison between the numerical model (COMET) pro4
gram and SPPMEF are shown in Figure 6.
3
There is a very good matching in predict2
ing the change of the pressure with the time
1
and the data obtained by prediction based on
program SPPMEF.
0
The deviation values of the integral of
0 0.03 0.06 0.09 0.12 0.15 0.18 0.21
Time [s]
pressure-time are 0.98% and the maximum
pressure is 0.7% compared to the results of Figure 6: Comparison of results of changes p=f(t)
prediction of program SPPMEF.
obtained by numerical simulations and program

SPPMEF for the rocket motor 32/16.

The time required to simulate the pressure change in the function of time in the software
package Comet was about 140 minutes and for the program SPPMEF about 2 minutes on a PC
(Core 2 Duo processor 2.4MHz, 3GB RAM). Program SPPMEF enables prediction of average
performances such as mass flux, pressure, thrust and specific impulse as a function of time.
Software package Comet enables numerical simulation of 3D gas flow parameters, and with
developed modules for regression of burning surface and internal ballistics parameters of rocket motor, it is possible to simulate influence of rocket motor geometry on change of pressure
(on different places in combustion chamber) and thrust as a function of time.

3.3 Experimental rocket motor 128 mm
This rocket motor has internal burning tube grain (dimensions given in Table 3). The radius of curvature of the nozzle profile in the critical section of the nozzle is 30 mm.
Two-dimensional axial-symmetric spatial domain is divided into 21350 CV with a non uniform mesh (Fig. 7).
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Assuming that the propellant
grain burns on parallel layers,
normal to the surface of combustion, burning surface regression is
determined on the basis of the
expression:
rinnew = rinold + rb ⋅ δt (23)

Figure 7: Numerical grid and boundary conditions for the
rocket motor 128 mm

Pressure [MPa]

The data obtained in numerical simulation (COMET) and the program SPPMEF are
shown in Figure 8.
Good agreement was achieved in the
prediction of change in pressure with the
time.
The deviation values of the integrals of
the pressure-time are 0.55% compared to the
results of prediction of SPPMEF. The values
of the maximum pressure are almost identical.
The time required to simulate the pressure change in the function of time in the
software package Comet was about 43 hours
(on the PC, processor Core 2 Duo 2. 4MHz,
Figure 8: Comparison of changes in pressure in the
3GB RAM).
combustion chamber as a function of time between
the numerical model (COMET) program and
SPPMEF for the rocket motor 128 mm

3.4 Verification of simulation results with experimental results
Prediction of pressure change in the function of the time by using numerical simulations
for 2D axial-symmetric model is verified in such way that the calculation results are compared
with experimental results obtained in the standard ballistic rocket motor 32/16. Appropriate
operating pressure for combustion is achieved by changing the diameter of the critical nozzle
section (no erosion of the critical nozzle cross section). This rocket motor is designed in such
way to avoid the erosive burning. During the experiment only a change of pressure in the function of time was measured and following parameters were obtained: average value of combustion pressure, maximum combustion pressure and the integral of the pressure - time.
Figure 9 gives comparison results of change of the pressure with the time, obtained by assumptions based on model of numerical simulation – Comet (without correction of burning
rate) and obtained by experiment for propellant NGR-A.
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Pressure [MPa]

Very good agreement of the results of the pressure changes with
the time in numerical simulations
compared to experiments was
achieved. Excellent agreement of the
pressure change with the time in the
quasi-steady burning phase was
achieved, while there are significant
differences of pressure change as a
function of time in the phase of discharge. The change of pressure with
time at the stage of discharge in the
Figure 9: Comparison of changes in pressure in the combusmodel does not consider the remains
tion chamber between the numerical model (Comet) and
of unburned propellant, which cerexperimental results for the rocket motor 32/16
tainly occurs in real rocket motors.

4

Conclusion

We defined mathematical and numerical model which allows numerical simulation of the
regression of propellant grain and transonic flow of combustion products within the solid propellant rocket motor without condensed and solid particles in gas flow.
Authors used COMET software package, developed to solve the problem of Newtonian
fluids flow, analysis of thermal-elastic deformations and interaction of Newton’s fluid and solid body of a linear elastic material, based on finite volume method.
During the verifying of method, we compared the results of simulation using the developed numerical model with the results obtained from analytical solution, experimental tests and
results using other methods. We found a very good agreement of the results.
Directions for further research:
• Define a numerical model that will allow the numerical simulation of physical processes in
the rocket motor, which include full 3D modeling of reactive, turbulent and multi-phase gas
flow, of complex geometries and interfaces, for a different length and time scales. Models
that allow the numerical simulation of such problems require high performance computers.
• Define a model, capable to examine the ignition process and the change of pressure and
mass flow rate of ignition as the function of time.
• Define a numerical model that will allow assessment of the structural integrity of the rocket
motors, and particularly the propellant of complex configuration and the channels for the
passage of gases.
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